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The extension of topological groups r)
By Hirosi NAGAO
1. For given two topological groups 31 and 31, an abstract group
© which contains a normal subgroup 3lr such that 31' and ®/3l' are alge-
braically isomorphic with 31 and SI respectively will be called an alge-
braic extension of 31 by SI while a topological group © containing
a normal subgroup 3lr such that 31' and ®/3lf are topologically isomor-
phic (that is, algebraically isomorphic and also homeomorphic) with 31
and 31 respectively will be called a topological extension of 31 by 31.
The problem of algebraic extensions was first, formulated and solved by
O. Schreier,2) and afterwards in another way by K. Shoda.3)
The fundamental theorem of O. .Schreier is as follows :
Theorem 1. Let 31 and 31 be two abstract groups, and Ayi the
group formed by all automorphisms of 31. If a mapping a-±Ta from
31 into Ayi and a mapping (α, 6) —> C
a
, & from 31 x 31 into 31 satisfy the
following conditions:
e
λ
y T
a
 Tb (A) = Ca, > Tab (A) C-'6 (A e 31)
&2) C
a
, & Cab, c ^ ^ Ta \Cb, cj Ga, be
then an algebraic extension © of 31 by 31 may be determined as
follows: @ is the set of symbols AS
a
, where Λ and a run through 31
and 31 respectively, and the group operation is defined by (AS
a
) - (BSb) ==
A T
a
(B)C
a
,bSab. Conversely every algebraic extension of 31 by 31 may
be obtained in such a way.
In this paper, provided every togological group satisfies the first
axiom of countability, we shall introduce into an algebraic extension ©
a topology with regard to which @ is a topoloical extension. Moreover,
ι ) T h e w r i t e r i s grateful to Prof. K. Shoda, who gave an impulse to the p r e s e n t paper .
2) O. S c h r e i e r : Uber die E r w e i t e r u n g von Gruppen, Mohatschefte fur Math. u. Physik,
34 (1926) 321-346.
3) K. Shoda, Uber die Schre iersche Erwei terungs theor ie . P r o c . Acad. Tokyo (1943)
518-519.
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a group,of extensions will be defined for abelian groups, and researched
in connexion with their character groups.
2. Henceforth, we shall assume that every topological group appear-
ing in this section satisfies the first axiom of countability.
Theorem 2. Let sJί and % be two topological groups, and © a topo-
logical extension of sJί by St. Then tve can find a system of represen-
tatives @ ^ = \S
a
} of © mod sJΐ which satisfies the following conditions:
If we denote C
a
,f)^=SaSbSaί and Ta(A) — Saι A Sa, then,
e?) C
e
,
 a
 ™ C
a
;
 e
 ~ E , C
a
,
 a
~
l
 ~ E , where e and E are the identities
of SI and © (or ϊfΐ) respectively.
β4) The mapping (a , b) —> Ca, & 'is continuous at (e , e).
β5) The mapping b —> Datb — Ca & Gah, a~ι is continuous at e for each
a.
β6) For any element A of SSI and its neighborhood {abbreviated
" nbd ") USJI (A) in sJί there exist, a nbd of the identity V$[ {abbreviated
"e —nbd") of §1 and a nbd Ufa (A) of A, such that for any a ε Vy,
e
Ί
) A sequence {At Saί} of elements from © converges to E if
and only if {Ai} and {at} converge to E and e respectively .
Proof. Let / be the natural homomorphic mapping from & onto 91.
We can find a complete system 2 = \W
n
} of e-nbd of ©,
© = TFo > T F O O W«> . . .
such that W;1 = W
n
 and i f w + w / (PΓW) φ / (TFJ . Let @ = {Sα} be a
system of representatives such that if aaf(W
n
)—(W
n+Ί), then Sα εWn—Wn+1
and SαJ = Sα 2 , S
β
 = E . Then for any aef {W
n
), S
a
εW
n
. It can be
shown as follows that this satisfies the conditions β3)—eΊ).
e3) Since >Se = ί', C α^ = Catβ = J^, and since S«-ι — >S«3, Cα, «~ι =E.
β4) For any β-nbd Uyi of 9Ϊ, there exists Wn such that TFW A ^ ^
Uy-. Suppose that l^
m
8
 C W» and / (PFO2 C / (W
m
). Then α , 6 e / (1^0
implies C
α> & ε E% , since Cα, 5 = >S« Sδ S^
1
 CWJ f\ W C W
n
 f\ SR C ^ .
Hence (α, 6) —> C
a
,
 δ
 is continuous at {e , e).
e
β
) For any nbd t/sft (A) of A in 9ΐ, there exists a nbd TF (A) of A
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in © satisfying W (A) f\Ht C U^(A). Let W
n
 and W'(A) be a e-nbd
and a nbd of A such that W
n
W' (A) IF" 1 C W (A). Put ϋtf (A) =.9i A
IF'(A) and y^ = /(WΓ»). T h e n α e F ^ implies Γ
α
( t V ( A ) ) C #%(A) -
e
Ί
) Let F^ (s)r) be the set of representatives corresponding to elements
of Vs(^ι) arid -2* the system of subsets of @ written in the forms EAftFs($),
where E/% and F ^ are e-nbd of' 31 and Si respectively. First of all we
show that for any W
n
 from 2 , there exists a subset TF* from 2*
satisfying TF* C W« > and conversely. For any TFW , there exists PFm such
that W
m
* C W
n
, Set J7^ = PFW A ^ and F ^ = / (JFW). Then, since U^
C W
m
 and Vs(W CWm, W* = C7^  F^j) C ^ - Conversely, let W* = .
Γ/^ F (^5χ) be an arbitrary subset from S*. There exists W
n
 such that W
n
 f\
m C Uyi and f(W
n
) C VS(&) Suppose that WmW~mι C W» , and Wm =
V7 ϋsR S
e
 where E/^ is an 6-nbd of 5Γί. Since C/^ = U% S
c
SϊJ
c ε fOVn') J C J d
C W« W-? f\KCWn A"5W C ^ , w e get TF, C ϊ^* Now, it is almost
evident that a sequence \A
ι
Sai] converges to E if and only if for , any
FT* there exists an integer i0 such that ί > i 0 implies A4Sα εTF*, that is,
1
{At) and {αt} converges to E and β respectively.
β5) For any α, 17%, and F^(5ί), there exist Wn and PFm such that
s
a
w
m
s;1 cw
n
cw* = c/sjiF^5I). if bε f (wm), then sasbs;1 = A,,δ
5
αδα
-ι e TF*. That is, D
a
,
 b e ζ/^ . Hence b->Daib is continuous at β, q.e.d.
Theorem 3. Lβί {C
α
,
 &} and {Ta} satisfy the conditions eτ) — e&).
T/ie^ the algebraic extension ® defined by them becomes a topological
extension when we introduce a topology into ® in such a way that
{At.Sat} converges to E if and only if {At} and \at} converge to E
and e respectively.
Proof. Let @ = {S
a
} be a system of representatives of © mod 31
such that S
a
 A S'1 = T
a
 (A) and C
a
, & = S
α
 SbS ~l and Σ* the sysem of
subsets with forms Z7^ Vs(^y where 17% and V% are β-nbd of 31 and §1
respectively. Then it may be easily shown that 2* satisfies the following
conditions:
a) A V* = #.
b) For any two subsets W
x
*, W^ from 2*, there exists another
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subset Wx* from 2* satisfying PF3* C WΊ* A W2*.
c) For any subset W{*, there exists another subset W2* from 2*
satisfying W^ Wt~λ C W*.
d) For any subset W
λ
* from Σ* and any element G from @, there
exists a subset W2* from 2* such that G TF2* G~
x
 C W^.
If we define a topology of © by 2*, that is, {G
n
} converges to G if
and only if for any TF*eΣ*, there exists ?20 such that n> nQ implies
G
n
G~τ ε W*, then © becomes a topological group, and furthermore a
topological extension of 31 by §1. In this case, evidently {At S
a
.} converges
to E if and only if Aι and at converge to E and e respectively.
Accordingly our assertion has been proved.
Combining Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we have
Theorem 4. For two given topological groups 31 and §ϊ satisfying
the first axiom of count ability, every extension of 31 by % satisfying
the same axiom may be determined in the sense of Theorem 3 by
{Cash} and {T
a
} which satisfy the conίdtions e
x
) — β6).
3. For an algebraic extension © of 31 by SI, there may exist many
different tppologies with regard to which © becomes a topological exten-
sion. But such a topology is determined by some system of representa-
tives of © mod 31, and concerning the relation between the topologies
wrich are given by the systems @ — {S
a
} and @* = {S
a
*}, we get
Theorem 5. Two topologies given by @ and @* coincide with each
other if and only if a —> A
a
 = S
a
* S
a
 3
 is continuous at e.
Proof. Set 2 = {W = Uyi Vs(%)} and Σ* = {W* = ϋ^ Vs*(w)}.
1) Suoppose that for any W from 2 there exists TF* from Σ* satis-
fying W* C W. We shall verify that a -> A
a
 = S
α
* 5αJ is continuous
at β under this supposition.
Let Z7SJJ be an arbitrary β-nbd of 5R. For W = J7^ Vsφt), there
exists TF' = Utf Vs^) such that W Wf~ι C W, and for such W there
exists TF* = ί/^ ^ F^^r^) satisfying TF* C W Then since >S
α
 and S
α
*
are contained in TF', α e Tiδ'7 implies -4
α
 = S
a
*Sάι © 17^. That is, α—•
^l
α
 is continuous at e .
2) Suppose that a —• A
a
 = ^ S"1 is continuous at β , Let TF ™
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USJI Vs(<%) be an arbitrary subset from 2, and U^ an β-nbd safissfying
CΛft'2 C.Uyt Then there exist an e-nbd V%f of §1 such that V%f C V% and
if a ε V%* then A« =• S
α
* S
α
J
 e [/^'. Since α e y^ ' implies S
a
* e U^ S
a
,
UyιfVs*(w C Uyi'2 VsfyyC. W. On the other hand, if α -> A« = S
α
*
is continuous at e then a -> Aα* = S
a
 S
a
 ~
ι
 is also continuous at e,
therefore for any TF* ε 2* there exists IF e 2 such that W C W*- Hence
from our supposition that a -> A
a
 is continuous at e, we can conclude
that @ and @* give the same topology to (S, q.e.d.
In this proof, it is remarkable that if one of the topologies. of ©
introduced by @ and @* is weaker than the other, then from l),α -> A
a
is continuous at e, and hence from 2) the »two topologies are the same.
This fact may be formulated as follows:
Theorem 6. Suppose that © is algebraically isomorphic to @', and
also by this isomorphic mapping f from ® onto ©', @ is continuoucly
mapped onto ©'. Suppose further that by the mapping / , a closed
normal subgroup 9Ϊ and the facter group ®/3l is homeomorphic with
f (91) and
x
 ©'//(91) respectively. Then © is homeomorphic with ©'.
4. Let © be an extension of 9ΐ* by §ί, and / the natural homo-
morphic mapping from © onto §1 with the kernel ϊfl. Let further φ be
an isomorphic mapping from 9i onto 5ft*. Then (©, / , φ\ will be called
a type of extension of 5ft* by SI, and we shall define that two types
(©, / , φ )and (©', ff, φ!) are the same if and only if there exists a topo-
logically isomorphic mapping π from © onto © ; such that τr(9ϊ) = 5R'
(where 9i and W are the kernels of / and /' respectively), for any G
from © /' in (G)) = / (G), and for any A from SR φ' (π (A)) = ^ (A).
Given a type (©, / , φ) of extension of 5ft* by SI, and let @ = {S
α
}
be a system of representatives defining the topology of ©, and set'
C
a
?t> = ^ (5
β
 >S6 ^  ,
1 ), Γ«* (A*) = cp (S
β
 9,-1 (A*) s; 3) (A* ε K*). Then the
system {C
α
,
δ
, 2Γ
α
*} satisfies the conditions e
Ί
)—e6). Conversely any
system {Ctυ} satisfying ej — e6) determines a type of extension. But
two different systems may determine the same type, and about this we
have easily the following theorem :
Theorem 7. {C
α
,
δ
, T
a
*} and {A»,&> Ra*} determine the same type
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if and only if there exists a mapping a —> A
a
%
 from SI into 3ΐ* satis-
fying the "following conditions:
1) a —> A
a
* is-continuous at e.
2) R*(A^^A<*T*{A*)A*->.
Q> n * /i Nί /rr >κ ( A >!Λ Γ ' "* A * ~ I
*-V -^fl}, δ — -ft β ^ α V,«-& J ^a> δ < »^-a, δ
Now let 3Ϊ* and SI be commutative and locally compact groups satis-
fying the second axiom of countability. Every extension of 3ϊ by SI is
also locally compact and satisfies the second axiom of countability. Here-
after, we shall restrict ourselves to commutative extensions.
Let (©, / , φ) and (©', /', φ') be two types of extensions of 5R* by
Si. In © x ©' the set of all elements G Gr satisfying / (G) = f'(G') forms
a closed subgroup § , and the set of all elements NN'-1 of 9^  x 9?' such
that φ(N) = φ'(N') forms also a closed subgroup 371. Set φ* = ξ>/2Jί.
Then by the mapping ω ! ί : WlN-xp^N) and /* : 3J131 G G' ->/(G) =
/(GO, TO^/SJί and ξ)/3Jί3i are isomorphic to 31* and 31 respectively.
Hence (§*, /*, φ*) is a type of extension of $β* by SI. Moreover if
(©, /, φ) and (©', /', 9>') are determined by {C
a
%) and {D
a
*b} respectively,
then (§*, /*, ^ >*) is determined by {C
α
,^  D
a
%}. It will be easily seen
that by the definition of product (£*, / ! ί, 99*) = (®, / , ^)o(©' , /',
 φ
')\
the set of all different types forms an abstract group. It will be called
the group of extensions of 3i* by SI, and denoted by 8 (31*, SI).
5. Let (® , / , φ) be a type of commutative extension of 9?* by SI,
where 3£* and SI are both commutative and locally compact topological
groups satisfying the second axiom of countability. We shall denote a
character group by X ( ) . X (©) may be regarded as an extension of
X (SI) by X (31). Let 3Ϊ be the kernel of / and Φ the subgroup of X (©)
corresponding to 3ϊ. Let further @ = {S
a
\ be a system of represen-
tatives of © mod 3^  . Then, for any a from Φ , φ (a): a -> S
a
a
 is a
character of SI, and ~φ is a topologically isomorphic mapping from Φ
onto X(©). On the other hand, for any a from X (©), 7(α): N*-*tφ-\N ) )*
is a character of 3i*, and / is an open homomorphic mapping from %(©)
onto % (sJi *) whose kernel is Φ . Accordingly, (X f©), / , ~φ) is a type of
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extension of X (91*) by X (51).
Theorem 8. The mapping (©, / , φ) —>{% (©),/,£>) is an ίsmorphic
snapping of 6 (5ft* St) (m£o 6 (% (SI), % (SR*)).
Proof. Obviously, it gives a one to one correspondence between them.
We shall describe the group opesations of character groups by addi-
tions. Let (©, / , φ) and (©', /', φf) be two types of extensions of %t*
by 31, 31 and 31' the kernels of / and /', and Φ , Φ' the subgroups of
%(©) and .%(©') correspoding to 9ϊ and 31' respectively. Let further
%H and ξ> be the subgroup^ of % (® x ©0 corresponding to the subgroups
ξ> and 2)ΐ of © x ©' defined in section 4. In order that an element
a + af from %(©) + X(®')(~X(β x ©0) is contained in s^ it is nece-'
ssary and sufficient that /(G) = /'(G) implies G α =- - G'*', that is, a s
Φ , α ' ε Φ ' and ^ ( α ) = — $D'(<*')- Hence SK consists of all elements
α — α ' satisfying α ε Φ , a' e Φ', and ^ί(α) = — 99' ( α r ) . On the other
hand, α: + a ' is contained in ξ> if and only if φ(N) = φr(Nr) implies
N*~—Nf*', and hence § consists of all elements a + af satisfying
/ {a) — / ' (α). Accordingly, the type corresponding to (© , / , φ) 0
(®', /', ^ 0 is (X (©)
 9Jfφ)o(X (@Q, /', φf). q. e. d.
(Received October 15, 1948)
